Introduction
Most researchers and clinicians concerned with nausea and vomiting in the context of cancer chemotherapy, cyclic vomiting or GI syndromes are aware that vestibular stimulation can also provide a strong emetic stimulus. However, it is also generally appreciated that the physiology of the vestibular-emetic linkage appears different. For instance, drugs notably effective against motion sickness (e.g., scopolamine) are relatively ineffective against nausea produced by other stimuli, and conversely (e.g., 5HT3 antagonists) (Yates et al. 1998) .
when compared to our present understanding of the chemo-and gastric syndromes, the physiology and pharmacology underlying motion sickness largely remains a puzzle. Seasickness, carsickness and airsickness are ubiquitous phenomena for which nausea and vomiting often occur. Since similar symptoms are also commonly experienced with acute vestibular disease, motion sickness is frequently attributed simply to "vestibular overstimulation." Indeed, clinical and experimental evidence reviewed by (Money 1970) indicates that humans and animals who lack functional vestibular organs are entirely immune to motion sickness.
Abstract
The origin of the internal "sensory conflict" stimulus causing motion sickness has been debated for more than four decades. Recent studies show a subclass of neurons in the vestibular nuclei and deep cerebellar nuclei that respond preferentially to passive head movements. During active movement, the semicircular canal and otolith input ("reafference") to these neurons are canceled by a mechanism comparing the expected consequences of self-generated movement (estimated with an internal model-presumably located in the cerebellum) with the actual sensory feedback. The un-canceled component ("exafference") resulting from passive movement normally helps compensate for unexpected postural disturbances. Notably, the existence of such vestibular "sensory conflict" neurons had been postulated as early as 1982, but their existence and putative role in posture control and motion sickness have been long debated. Here, we review the development of "sensory conflict" theories in relation to recent evidence for brainstem and cerebellar reafference cancelation, and identify some open research questions. we propose that conditions producing persistent activity of these neurons, or their targets, stimulate nearby brainstem emetic centers-via an as yet unidentified mechanism. we discuss how such a mechanism is consistent with the notable difference in motion sickness susceptibility of drivers as opposed to passengers, human immunity to normal Over half a century ago, wang and Chinn (1956) induced motion sickness in dogs using swing exposure. Because animals did not display vomiting after bilateral labyrinthectomy or lesions of the nodulus and uvula of the vestibular cerebellum, they argued that "motion stimulates the labyrinthine receptors, and the vestibular impulses traverse the nodulus and uvula of the cerebellum, to the chemoreceptive emetic trigger zone (CTZ), and finally reach the medullary vomiting center." However, this proposal was not supported by subsequent experiments indicating that the CTZ was not essential in motion sickness (Borison and Borison 1986) , that the "vomiting center" was not discretely localizable in the medulla (Miller and wilson 1983b) and that even an intact cerebellum was not essential (Miller and wilson 1983a) . vestibular physiologists and psychologists [e.g., Reason and Brand (1975) ] further proposed that vestibular overstimulation could not explain other established motion sickness characteristics. For instance: why is it that jumping and other athletic activities that create significant vestibular stimulation never produce sickness? why do sailors that are well adapted to ship motion or astronauts who fly long missions experience disorientation and nausea upon return to a normal environment? why is it that some people experience nausea in wide screen movie theaters, where the head is not moving at all? why are the drivers of real or virtual cars or the pilots of aircraft notably less susceptible than their passengers (Reason and Brand 1975; Reason 1978; Rolnick and Lubow 1991; Dong et al. 2011) yet it is the experienced pilots and drivers who are more susceptible than trainees in simulators (Kennedy et al. 1990 )? when standing subjects view a moving visual surround, why does the magnitude of postural disturbance correlate with the intensity of subsequent symptoms (Owen et al. 1998; Smart et al. 2002) ? why does providing head support or resting gravitationally supine or prone (Manning and Stewart 1949; Tyler and Bard 1949; Johnson and Mayne 1953) reduce motion sickness susceptibility? Claremont (1931) originally suggested that sea sickness was due to "unaccustomed conflict between sensations normally combined in other ways" originating in the vestibular, visual and proprioceptive senses. This intuitive "intersensory cue conflict" hypothesis was later scientifically elaborated by Guedry (1968) , Steele (1963) and Reason (1969) , leading to four decades of scientific debate aimed at establishing the essential internal stimulus for motion sickness. The detailed but notional taxonomy for inter-sensory cue conflict proposed by Reason and Brand (1975) -shown in Table 1 -is illustrative and self-explanatory.
Sensory conflict hypotheses
However, in a landmark paper that followed, Reason (1978) rejected his own inter-sensory modality conflict definition, arguing that the signals from various sense organs have different dynamic response and coding, and what is "normal" depends on prior sensory-motor experience. Reason suggested that instead, the essential conflict stimulus causing motion sickness was related to the difference between actual and anticipated sensory inputs. This idea followed the theoretical and behavioral work of von Holst (1954) that had addressed the question of how does the CNS distinguishes changes in visual input resulting from active body movements ("reafference") from those associated with passive movement of the entire visual surround ("exafference"). von Holst had suggested that the brain compares an "image" or "efference copy" of the motor command ("efference") to the reafference caused by the movement in a manner similar to comparing "the negative of a photograph compares to the print." Once this comparison is made, only the "exafferent" component remains, such that the anticipated component of incoming sensory information is canceled. Held (1961) soon after completed a series of conceptually related perceptual adaptation studies. Specifically, humans wore prism glasses that systematically changed the relationship between head movements and sensory return. Held termed these conditions "sensory rearrangements" and proposed a hypothetical model ( Fig. 1 ) to explain the adaptation. while the model was similar to that proposed by von Holst, it included an additional hypothetical element, a neural network ("correlation storage") that accounted for the normal relationship between motor outflow and sensory return. Each time the correlation storage receives an efferent signal, it generates an efference copy signal that-based on prior experience-most likely would cancel the incoming sensory information. A difference between the efference copy and sensory return generated an expectancy conflict signal of sensory dimension, which Held proposed triggered the updating of the correlation storage dictionary, to adapt perception and motor performance appropriately for the specific sensory rearrangement. Accordingly building on von Holst's "reafference cancelation principle" and Held's "correlation storage" explanation for sensory adaptation, Reason (1978) posited that motion sickness was caused by sensory rearrangements. He extended Held's conflict modeling scheme by including semicircular canal and otolith cues in addition to vision. Notably, Reason proposed that the drive for motion sickness depended on the magnitude of cue conflict in each sensory modality, increased with the number of discrepant modalities and varied inversely with the prior exposure to the discordance. He speculated but did not demonstrate that the correlation storage element (renamed the "neural store") might be located in the cerebellum, and did not formally consider posture control or the circuit underlying the emetic linkage.
Further progress toward understanding the etiology of motion sickness was next made by applying engineering control and estimation theory to develop a general biomathematical model of sensory-motor integration by Oman (1982 Oman ( , 1990 Oman ( , 1991 . He argued that simple reflexes would be inadequate to estimate body movement to stabilize head and body posture based on the available incomplete set of noisy but partially redundant sensory inflow (i.e., vestibular, visual and somatosensory/proprioceptive signals). Instead, he proposed that the CNS employed an "internal model" referenced scheme to estimate posture. The internal model employed functioned as an association network, analogous to Held's "correlation storage" and Reason's "neural store." It received motor efference and sensory afference as inputs, and produced as outputs continuous head and body posture estimates, and concurrent "efference copy" estimates of expected sensory inputs for each modality, including effects of gravitational stimulation. An important feature of the internal model estimator was that actual sensory afference was continuously compared with the "efference copy" estimate. During normal active movement, the difference between the two signal sets-"sensory conflict"-was small, resulting in almost complete reafference cancelation. However, if the body was moved passively, or if the normal relationship between body movement and sensory afference somehow systematically changed, the resulting "sensory conflict" signals-weighted based on sensory noise and dynamic characteristics-continuously corrected motor outflow and triggered sensory-motor learning. This "Observer" head orientation estimation scheme is arguably optimal in a Bayesian/Kalman sense (Selva and Oman 2012) . Observer models for head and eye movement have since been employed to interpret a variety of human and animal vestibular experimental data (Merfeld et al. 1993; Haslwanter et al. 2000; Merfeld and Zupan 2002; vingerhoets et al. 2007) as well as to model human reaching movements (wolpert et al. 1995, 1998) . Notably, wolpert et al. argued that the cerebellum contained internal "forward" models used to predict the sensory consequences of motor commands and thereby compensate for time delays (see also Ito (1970) . wolpert also proposed that the cerebellum contained internal "inverse" models used to create the motor command required to achieve a desired arm movement, and that both types may also contribute to cognition, including perception of the external world.
Interestingly, there was a common thread linking the work of Held, Reason and Oman with important implications for understanding of motion sickness. Each posited that any conditions creating sustained sensory conflict would lead to internal model relearning/updating via gradual interactions with prevailing sensory environment. For example, Oman noted that prolonged periods of conflict occurred not only when head movements were made repeatedly during conditions of "sensory rearrangement"-as defined by Held and Reason-but whenever posture was disturbed by external forces or accelerations, as when riding as a passenger in an aircraft or on shipboard. To account for motion sickness, Oman more specifically posited that vestibular conflict signals somehow coupled to CNS emetic centers, via an "emetic linkage" mechanism. After a passive motion stimulus is applied, there is typically a latency of several minutes before nausea appears. Nausea then rises exponentially, with vomiting the usually inevitable result. If the stimulus is removed before vomiting occurs, nausea gradually decays, suggesting that the emetic linkage has the dynamic characteristics of a nonlinear "leaky integrator." In order to account for latency and why symptoms do not result merely from sensory noise or the occasional postural disturbances of daily life, the integration mechanism must have an output rather than input threshold. Experimental data [e.g., Bock and Oman (1982) ; Golding and Stott (1997) ] support this view. Since Oman's model accounted for motion sickness due to passive motion as well as sensory rearrangements, with conflict signals playing an indirect but essential role in postural stabilization, it has become known as the "sensory-motor" conflict theory for motion sickness.
Do vestibular sensory conflict neurons exist?
Oman (1990) posited that conflict signals were computed at the first stage of CNS sensory processing, but cautioned that the theory should be regarded as a "black-box" or "as-if" model, since the physiologic locus of the internal model had not been determined and the existence of vestibular neurons that responding to passive but not active movement had not been shown. Lacking experimental evidence, debate about internal models and conflict signals continued for several decades. Some proposed that the essential conflict causing motion sickness might not originate at the first stage of vestibular processing, but might result at subsequent levels of processing as a result of competing internal estimates of orientation derived from different senses (Treisman 1977; Zupan et al. 2002) or alternatively from deviations in the perceived direction of the gravitational vertical (Bos and Bles 1998) . The evolutionary significance of motion sickness was also debated [reviewed by Oman (2012) ]. Ecological psychologists Stoffregen and Riccio (1991) argued that all conflict notions-sensory or otherwise-remained unproven reifications, and noted that motion sickness symptoms appear causally related to postural sway in standing subjects (Smart et al. 2002) .
Meanwhile neuroscientists continued to seek evidence for reafference cancelation in the cerebellum. For instance, Blakemore et al. (1999) showed large differences in cerebellar fMRI activation to passive versus self-produced tactile hand stimulation. Additional progress was made in the study of the mormyrid fish. As shown by Bell and colleagues, single-unit recording revealed that electroreceptor reafference resulting from the fish's own electric organ pulses was canceled in its cerebellum-like structures [reviewed in Bell et al. (2008) ]. Since the output neurons of the cerebellar cortex (i.e., Purkinje cells) project to neurons in the deep cerebellar nuclei and vestibular nucleus, it made sense to look for evidence of reafference cancelation in these areas as well.
Rhesus brainstem and cerebellar neurons that respond primarily to passive motion
The first evidence for reafference cancelation in the vestibular system was obtained from a distinct class of neurons in the vestibular nucleus of the primate brainstem. vestibular nucleus units receiving direct input from the sensory afferents of inner ear comprise three major classes: Two (position vestibular pause neurons and floccular target neurons) play important roles in vestibulo-ocular reflex stabilization and calibration, but their responses are eye position dependent, and they show no evidence of reafference cancelation (nor does making eye movements alone trigger motion sickness). In contrast, the third class of central neurons, termed "vestibular only" (vO) neurons, characteristically respond to semicircular canal and/or otolith afferent input but not to eye position and exhibit reafference cancelation. Notably, vO neurons show reafference cancelation in response to semicircular canal (McCrea et al. 1999; Cullen 2002, 2004; Cullen et al. 2009; Sadeghi et al. 2009 ) and/or otolith (Carriot et al. 2013 ) stimulation. These neurons contribute to vestibulo-collic and vestibulo-spinal reflexes via direct and indirect projections to the spinal cord [reviewed in Cullen (2012) ].
The mechanism proposed by Cullen and colleagues for the suppression of vestibular reafference is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (Roy and Cullen 2002; Carriot et al. 2013 ). In this model, the motor command to neck muscles creates neck proprioceptor and vestibular reafference. An internal model-most likely in the cerebellar cortex/deep cerebellar nuclei-uses an efference copy of the motor command to predict the expected proprioceptive input. vestibular reafference is then canceled if and only if there is a close match between the actual and expected proprioceptive signals. However, cancelation does not occur for movements where the difference between actual and expected proprioceptive signals (also termed "sensory prediction error") 1 3 is significant. As a result, vO neurons primarily respond to externally applied motion (i.e., vestibular exafference), which normally then contributes to vestibulo-collic/-spinal motor outflow, to help stabilize head and body posture and gait in response to unexpected/unintended self-motion.
Cullen and colleagues have further shown that in contrast to central neurons, Rhesus vestibular afferents similarly (and robustly) encode vestibular reafference and exafference (Cullen and Minor 2002; Sadeghi et al. 2007; Jamali et al. 2009 ) Thus, in primates, the role of the vestibular efferent system does not appear to modulate the sensitivity and/or resting discharge of the end-organ response to active movement as had been previously suggested (Goldberg 2000) . Figure 3 compares the response of a typical semicircular canal primary vestibular afferent input to the brainstem (left columns) along with the response of a Fig. 3 shows responses when the animal was allowed to make volitional head movement during passive rotation. vestibular afferents respond to total head velocity as expected. However, the active component of the vO neuron response is absent. The vO neuron only responds to the passive component of total head velocity. This example demonstrates that the cancelation mechanism does not simply gate-out the semicircular canal signal, but is instead selectively cancels the active component.
Cullen and colleagues have recently reported similar results from vestibular afferent and vO neurons in the vestibular nuclei during passive, active and combined head translations (Jamali et al. 2009; Carriot et al. 2013) . Figure 4 shows the responses of two example Rhesus otolith-driven vO neurons (gray) to active translation movements in naso-occipital (A) and inter-aural (B) directions (Carriot et al. 2013) . The first, a purely otolithdriven vO cell, is shown in the upper row. The second responded to both rotation and translation and is shown in the bottom row. Neural activity predictions based on each neuron's sensitivity to passive translation as previously recorded using a linear sled stimulus are superimposed in blue and demonstrate the dramatic reduction in sensitivity of both types of units to active translations compared to the corresponding passive movement. Panel C compares the directions of maximal sensitivity (white arrows) and the spatial sensitivity tuning curves for active (red area) and passive (blue area) linear accelerations.
On average, during active motion, the responses of vO neurons are attenuated by 70 and 61 % for rotations and translations, respectively. Cullen and colleagues have carried out a systematic series of experiments (not shown) demonstrating that in order for otolith as well as semicircular canal reafference cancelation to occur, proprioceptive afference must closely match reafference (Roy and Cullen 2004; Carriot et al. 2013, and Cullen 2014) . Notably, these data are consistent with the model in Fig. 2 , showing that proprioceptive mismatches influence vestibular reafference cancelation, as one might expect.
To understand the mechanism responsible for the suppression of vestibular reafference in the vestibular nuclei, Brooks and Cullen (2013) next recorded from neurons in the cerebellum. In particular, recordings were made from Fig. 4 Activity of an otolith only vO neuron (upper row) and canal-otolith convergent vO neuron (lower row) activity (gray) during active (self-generated) naso-occipital (a) and inter-aural (b) head translations. c Comparison of the tuning curves computed during self-generated head motion (red area) and those computed during passive head motion (blue area). From Carriot et al. (2013) the rostral fastigial nucleus (rFN), which is the most medial of the deep cerebellar nuclei and projects strongly to the vestibular nuclei, as well as to the reticular formation and spinal cord. One class of rFN neurons-responding only to passive vestibular stimulation and called "unimodal" (u-rFN)-encodes passive head movement even during concomitant active movement in a manner analogous to brainstem vO neuron. (Note, a second class of rFN neurons-responding to both vestibular and proprioceptive input and called "bimodal"-encodes the position of the body in space, rather than passive head movement )]. Figure 5 shows an example of Rhesus u-rFN activity during passive (blue) and active (red) rotations. The top row illustrates average head velocities for ten movements, plus or minus one standard deviation (shading) for the trained active movements. The bottom row shows average firing rate (dark line), plus or minus one standard deviation (shading). The blue and dashed red line overlays show an estimate of the neurons previously recorded sensitivity to passive rotation on a turntable. Consistent with their hypothesis that the cerebellum plays a key role in the suppression of vestibular reafference, this neuron's response to self-generated activity was minimal.
Because these neurons are the output neurons of the cerebellum, this result provided the first evidence that computations in the cerebellum (cortex and deep nuclei) provide a precise estimate of the detailed time course of exafference-even when experienced concurrently with active motion. In addition, both vO and u-rFN neurons participate in postural reflex stabilization of the head and body. Accordingly, the fact that they exhibit reafference cancelation means that they can do so without the associated reflexes impeding active movement. These neurons are also likely to project directly or indirectly to thalamus, and on to sensory regions of cerebral cortex where they may contribute to orientation and motion perception, perhaps indirectly by influencing internal model predictions as suggested by the models of Oman (1990) and wolpert et al. (1998) . Certainly, there are other populations of vestibularly driven neurons in brainstem and deep cerebellar nuclei that do not exhibit reafference cancelation, for instance the responses of neurons in the vestibular nuclei that mediate the vestibulo-ocular reflex, subserving other functions that are not attenuated during active motion.
Conclusions and open questions
An improved understanding the neural substrate mediating motion sickness is required for more effective, scientifically based methods for prevention and treatment. Below, we discuss a number of open questions and suggest future research to provide further insight into the underlying neural mechanisms.
Do the brainstem and/or the cerebellar neurons that exhibit reafference cancelation project to emetic and nausea centers? If they do, this may offer a solution to the motion sickness puzzle, since it would account for the immunity of humans and animals to self-generated movement, the therapeutic effectiveness of head restraint and horizontal postures, the relative immunity of drivers and pilots, and the role of sensorimotor learning in motion sickness adaptation. It would also be parsimonious with wang and Chinn's trans-cerebellar theory for motion sickness, Reason and Oman's sensory conflict hypotheses and even Stoffregen's evidence of relationship between posture control and motion sickness susceptibility. Because there is a persistent conflict (i.e., mismatch) between expected and actual sensory motion during active movements following vestibular sensory loss, or prolonged exposure to passive motion or conditions of sensory rearrangement, including weightlessness, we speculate that vO and u-rFN neurons average head velocities for ten movements, and shaded area shows ± one SD. Bottom row: average firing rates (dark line) and one SD (shading) for the same movements. Details in text. Adapted from Brooks and Cullen (2013) , Fig. 1 display robust activity in such conditions. Yates and coworkers (Suzuki et al. 2012) suggest that pathways from vestibular nucleus cells project to the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) and then on to limbic cerebral forebrain areas responsible nausea and affective changes, whereas projections from vestibular nucleus to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and PBN and on to the lateral tegmental field in the dorsolateral reticular formation initiate vomiting. They also found that gastrointestinal afferents project to some regions of vestibular nucleus. However, their experiments were conducted on decerebrate, cerebellectomized, paralyzed animals. Hence, it is not yet known whether brainstem vO neurons exhibiting reafference cancelation are the same neurons that project to these putative nausea and vomiting pathways. Demonstrating that neurons exhibiting reafference cancelation anatomically project to emetic centers is an important first step. However, this is a challenge since it requires the identification of vO and u-rFN neurons in alert, behaving animals.
Is the cerebellum essential for motion sickness susceptibility, as wang and Chinn (1956) asserted? On the one hand, based on present knowledge cerebellectomy should disrupt reafference cancelation and cerebellar sensorymotor learning. while the brainstem vestibular-emetic pathway would remain intact, the source of the internal representation of expected sensory inflow would be eliminated. On the other hand, both Miller and wilson (1983a) and (Uno et al. 2000) concluded that cerebellectomy (i.e., posterior vermis lesions) did not always eliminate susceptibility to motion sickness. Future experiments examining the short-and long-term consequences of cerebellar ablation will be needed to further address this question.
Does sustained sensory conflict (e.g., encoded by neurons in the cerebellum and/or brainstem exafference) initiate sensorimotor learning as proposed by Held, Reason and Oman? Ito's (1970, 2000) theory for cerebellar motor learning endorsed the concept of an internal model but suggested that the adaptive drive was a motoric error signal descending from cerebral cortex via the inferior olive and then transmitted via climbing fibers to the cerebellar cortex. wolpert et al. (1998) noted that although climbing fibers may appear to respond, at least in part, to motor errors during reaching and eye movements, in other systems, reafference cancelation pathways may drive climbing fibers (Gellman et al. 1985) . while the computation of a reafference cancelation signal is evident at the level of the vestibular nucleus and deep cerebellar nuclei, it remains uncertain what information is inherited from the Purkinje cells output versus which component of the computation is subsequently done within each nuclei and/or via the reciprocal connections between them.
Finally, several other important questions remain: Do other areas of cerebellum exhibit reafference cancelation? Do brainstem vO neurons also respond differentially to active and passive roll and pitch rotations? To tilt as well as translation? Other than passive and active rotations and translations, what other sensory stimuli activate vestibular neurons exhibiting reafference cancelation in brainstem and cerebellum? Oman (1990) proposed that widescreen movie sickness might result because the visual scenes are so compelling; they create a vestibular efference copy outflow signaling tilt, translation or rotation and that this was the effective stimulus for sickness as well as motor outflow. Similarly, standing subjects, who are relatively more visually dependent, are more likely to experience motion sickness symptoms while viewing an oscillating visual scene. Perhaps this occurs because the expected vestibular input does not match the actual afference produced by the nearly motionless body, and in turn, this mismatch leads to a disturbance of posture and eventually motion sickness Stoffregen and Smart (1998) and Owen et al. (1998) . If so, this may explain why postural sway is a marker for motion sickness susceptibility in this situation, as noted by Stoffregen. So far, our attempts to activate semicircular canal vO neurons in Rhesus using moving stripe optokinetic stimuli have not been successful, and linear stimulation corresponding to that used by Stoffregen et al. has not yet been attempted. Interestingly, recent research shows that vO neuronal responses to active motion are suppressed is across a wide range of species-spanning from mice (Medrea and Cullen 2013) to monkeys (reviewed in Cullen (2014) . This suggests that the suppression of vestibular reafference at the earliest stages of sensory processing is a common evolutionary strategy.
In conclusion, we suggest that a fuller characterization of vO neuron and cerebellar reafferent cancelation and adaptation mechanisms and physiology/pharmacology of the vO neuron to NTS/RF emetic linkage should be a research priority. A complete physiologic definition of motion sickness-particularly the physiology of the vestibular-emetic linkage and cerebellar adaptation-could eventually lead to more effective and scientifically based behavioral and pharmacologic countermeasures.
